SKATEPARK RULES
 Food and drinks are NOT allowed in the
skatepark. ANYONE who does not adhere
to this rule will be ejected. Food and
drinks MUST remain in the cafe area.
 Helmets MUST be worn and fastened at
all times whilst in the park. The cafe area
is the only place that you do not have to
wear your helmet. (This excludes
skateboarders).
 Only stunt scooters will be allowed in the
park. (No folding scooters)
 Verbal or physical abuse will not be
tolerated towards other park users or
staff.
 Snaking, coping hanging and changing
direction without looking around for other
users is not allowed. Please be a
considerate park user.

 Do not linger on ANY ramps or platforms.
 You must ride/skate in a safe manner so
that you do not put yourself or other park
users in danger.
 Bullying will NOT be tolerated. If you feel
that you are being bullied please see a
member of staff.
 Please ensure that you take your turn
when dropping in a ramp.
 ANYONE that is caught entering the park
without paying or sharing stamps / wrist
bands WILL receive a lifetime ban!!
 Anybody caught interfering with any
safety equipment e.g. fire doors, fire
alarms etc will receive a lifetime ban!!
 NO waxing of the rails. If you are caught
waxing rails you will receive a ban.
Controlled waxing is carried out by the
maintenance team.

 Under 12 year olds MUST be supervised
by a parent/guardian at all times. A
guardian is a person 18 years or over.
 Graffiti anywhere inside or outside the
building will not be tolerated.
 Deliberate or wilful damage anywhere on
these premises WILL result in the Police
being called and the person/persons
involved being prosecuted!!
 Under 12’s are NOT allowed into the
Purple Park unless it is an under 12’s only
session. You may be permitted to
skate/ride if staff think that you meet the
standard required to use the Purple Park
safely.
 R-Kade Skatepark aims to make your time
here skating /riding a pleasant one so
please help us to achieve this by abiding
by the park rules. Thank You.

